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SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES & CELEBRATIONS



FRIENDSHIP DAY
Childhood friendships are more important than people realise. They have a profound
impact on a person’s personality and enrich by way of providing emotional support

and comfort - teaching empathy towards one another, building social skills by being
fair and through sharing. Kids enjoyed this day by tying the friendship band on their

friend's wrist and promised to help each other when needed. They also made the
friendship tree depicting their love for their friends.



The word 'Raksha' means protection. The brother promises to protect his sister.
The word Bandhan means "to tie" or "bond". The sister ties the rakhi on her brother's

wrist.
This beautiful bond was celebrated amongst the kids with full enthusiasm and zeal which

included the  assembly, creative activities and celebration.

Rakhsha Bandhan



India
Independence day

August 15 2022



INDEPENDENCE  DAY
Independence Day is the day we celebrate our country's freedom. We are blessed to

live in a free country. National festival celebration helps in increasing self-awareness,
feeling of patriotism and sensitivity towards others. Our little bagrodians can be seen

appreciating the value of freedom that is being enjoyed by all of us.



NATIONAL SPORTS DAY
National Sports Day is a special occasion to make the nation more educated towards

the importance of being fit and healthy besides to commemorate the birth anniversary
of hockey legend Major Dhyan Chand.The main idea of celebrating Sports Day in school
is to encourage children to have fun, to get active and to work together in various fun

physical activities and challenges.



WORLD WATER WEEK
World Water Week aims to draw attention of the world towards water crisis and it's

sustainable use. The objective to celebrate this week is to raise awareness about the
importance of global access, to clean & safe water among the future generation. This
was done with the help of beautiful activity displaying water of different colours viz 
 muddy water (brown), ocean water (blue), river water (foamy white) and clear water

(transparent).



NATIONAL BE AN ANGEL DAY
"Little deeds of kindness, little words of love, you always make me happy, you are an

angel from above." Kids celebrated this day by sharing the act of kindness they did by
becoming someone's angel.



The main significance of Janmashtami is to encourage goodwill and to discourage bad
will. Krishna Jayanti also celebrates togetherness. The holy occasion brings people

together, thus it signifies unity and faith. Dahi Handi celebration encourages working
in a team, thus signifies the importance of team work. The celebration of birth of Lord
Krishna  was enjoyed by the kids starting with Krishna's life story, then dahi handi and

followed by rocking the cradle of lord Krishna.

JANAMASHTAMI



With an aim to develop confidence, self-awareness and communication skills - Hindi
rhyme recitation activity was organised. The students participated with full

enthusiasm and recited the rhymes with proper actions, expressions and voice
modulation.

HINDI  RHYME  RECITATION  ACTIVITY (INTRA)



HINDI  RHYME  RECITATION  ACTIVITY (INTER)
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CONCEPT OF IN/OUT

Concepts are defined as
abstract ideas and general
notions that occurs in the

mind, in speech or in
thoughts. They are the

fundamental building blocks
of thoughts and beliefs

which play an important role
in all aspects of cognition.

Keeping these things in view
the concept of in and out

was taught to children
through some interactive

activities



Maze Activity

Mazes are created and made
available to children in

various patterns, drawings
and designs to attract the

children. This activity
develops visual skills,
problem solving etc. 



OUR

PROFESSIONALS/HELPERS

 
Community helpers or

professionals are very important.
As they keep the community safe

and healthy, they make lives
better and help the community
function more efficiently. This
makes the children understand
their importance, develops a 

 feeling of belonging and  foster a
sense of teamwork. Few
glimpses of our tiny tots

celebrating the importance of
each Professional/Helper.



OUR SCHOOL

School plays a very 
 important role in every

child's development. The
children of today are the

future of tomorrow. It
promotes interest and
empowers children  to

become successful and
better individuals. Through

this topic children were
made aware about

importance of school, 
 different areas of school, 
 maintaining discipline &

cleanliness in school and the
school uniform.



CHILDREN ARE CONFIDENT IN SPIRIT, INFINITE IN RESOURCES AND EAGER TO LEARN THROUGH NEW

WAYS.

 

As we know preschoolers need a lot of exposure to letters and numbers. They need

explicit instructions as well as plenty of indirect instructions. the same were

introduced through playful and innovative activities. 



Festivals bring us together and gives us good times to rejoice and build strong

bonds between everyone. Celebrating festivals with everyone can help children

meet and greet everyone as well as learn the importance of togetherness. We

can see many excited faces in these photographs celebrating every festival with

full enthusiasm.

CELEBRATING FESTIVALS WITH FUN AND LOTS OF CREATIVITY.



 



PEOPLE WHO HELP US 

We come across many
people who are termed as
our ‘helpers’. They help us 

 achieve our daily goals.
They contribute in our lives
in smallest of ways and thus

making our lives a smooth
progressive journey.  Let us
be thankful and respectful in

every possible way.
To understand helpers

better, children did role play
activity and enacted as our

helpers.



CREATIVE WORK 

Creative activities help to
spark the child’s natural

curiosity and create their
own journey of exploration,

discovery and
developments. What’s more,

it’s great fun!  Different
Creative activities were

done related to the festivals
which were much enjoyed by

the kids.



LIFE SKILL ACTIVITY 

(BUTTONING OF SHIRT)

Buttoning is difficult for
many children to learn

because of all the skills
involved in completing the
task. It requires eye hand
coordination. To give kids

first hand experience of this
life skill - the buttoning of
shirt activity was done .



Activity Galore



Activity Galore



"KINDNESS IS A GIFT
EVERYONE CAN AFFORD TO

GIVE"

Parents of Jeeyansh Arora of PS-E celebrated

his birthday at an orphanage in Rohini with

cakes, snacks, gifts, books & stationary items.  

A magic show was also organised for the

orphanage kids by the parents.

A great Initiative!



G
A

NES H  C H A T URTH
I

HAPPY

With the blessing of Lord Ganapati, may you all receive
success in your endeavours!


